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eiπ+ 1 = 0
The Hall of Fame of Numbers:
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The number

1
represented

as a length.
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The number

1
represented

as an area.
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Which number

is represented

by the white area?
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Which number is

represented by the

sky blue area?
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The number

2
is sky blue.
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Which number is

navy blue?
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The number√
2

is navy blue.
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The number

π
represented

as an area.
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Compare the areas:
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Compare the areas:
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Compare the areas:
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2 < π < 4
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ν ≈ 0.357196
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The area of the

black square is

4 (1 + ν)2
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The volume of the

black box is

4 ν (1 + ν)2



Now remove the

yellow cylinder.

Its volume is

νπ



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



Removing the

yellow cylinder.



The remaining

volume is

4 ν (1 + ν)2 − νπ













This is the first

building block for the

Skyviewing sculpture



We need three

such pieces.



Now we put them

together.



Closer!



Several small pieces

are missing.



This is one missing

piece.



In fact,

we need

three of them.



Place them.



Place them.



Closer!



Now, four identical

pieces are still miss-

ing.



This is one missing

piece. It has a very

interesting shape.



This is the missing

piece.



This is the miss-

ing piece in its full

glory.



Heart



Math



MatHeart







We need four

MatHearts

to complete

the sculpture.



Place four

MatHearts

in four corners.



Place four

MatHearts

in four corners.



The construction

is complete.

The only volume

which is hard

to calculate is

the volume of

the MatHeart.





Skyviewing Sculpture rotates











Math and Art

joined together

today

in MatHeArt
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